Communications Tips and Tricks

Introduction

The stand-alone SPI and I²C modules include many advanced features that are not present on the traditional MSSP module, which allows for core independent operation using the integrated hardware capabilities of each peripheral. Many devices also now come equipped with an advanced UART module that boasts several new features, and has integrated hardware that supports protocols such as DMX, LIN, and DALI. This document describes some of the features and modes of operation that can be found on these commonly used serial communication peripherals.
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1. **SPI Transfer Counter**

The SPI module features a transfer counter that allows users the ability to configure how many data transfers will occur in a given transaction. The transfer counter is comprised of the SPIxTCNT registers and is partially controlled using the SPIxTWIDTH register. The transfer counter can operate in two different modes, depending on the configuration of the Bit-Length Mode Select (BMODE) bit. Regardless of the BMODE setting, the TCZIF interrupt flag will be set when the transfer counter decrements to zero. Rather than writing a software loop that controls the number of SPI transfers that occur within a given data transaction, the transfer counter can be configured to do the same thing in hardware, which eliminates the need for software intervention, freeing up the CPU.

Although the transfer counter can control the amount of data and the bit-length of data being transferred by the SPI module, there are still other requirements that must be met for subsequent transmission and reception to occur without disruption. Data will only be transmitted if the Transmit FIFO (TXFIFO) has data written to it and new data will not be received if the Receive FIFO (RXFIFO) is not empty. The user must ensure that any received data is read from the buffer so that it can be cleared to receive new data. The behavior of the transfer counter and SPI module is dependent on the status of the BMODE Configuration bit.

1.1 **Total Bit Count Mode (BMODE = 0)**

In this mode of operation, the SPIxTCNTH/L register pair and the SPIxTWIDTH register are concatenated to determine the total number of bits to be transferred. The total number of bits that will be transmitted equals (SPIxTCNT * 8) + SPIxTWIDTH. When using the SPI module in this mode of operation, the user can control the total number of bits being transmitted by writing the appropriate values to the SPIxTCNT and SPIxTWIDTH registers. The following example shows how the SPI module can be configured to send 45 bits of data, demonstrating Total Bit Count mode. Using these configuration settings in this example, the SPI module will transmit five 8-bit bytes of data along with one final packet that is five bits wide as specified by the SPIxTWIDTH register setting.

```c
Example 1-1. Total Bit Count Mode Configuration

```
1.2 Variable Transfer Size Mode (BMODE = 1)

In Variable Transfer Size mode, the SPIxTWIDTH register is used to determine the width of each data transfer and the SPIxTCNTH/L register pair specifies the number of transfers of that bit-length that will occur. If SPIxTWIDTH is equal to zero, each data transfer will be a full byte of data, otherwise the length of the data transfer is whatever value was written to the SPIxTWIDTH register. The following example shows how the SPI module can be configured to transfer data that is five bits wide (SPIxTWIDTH = 0x05) a total of 12 times demonstrating Variable Transfer Size mode.

### Example 1-2. Variable Transfer Size Configuration

```c
uint8_t SPI_Exchange8bit(uint8_t data) {
    SPIxCON1 = 0x00;
    SPIxCON2 = 0x03;            // Full-Duplex Mode (TXR = RXR = 1)
    SPIxBAUD = 0x00;
    SPIxCLK = 0x00;
    SPIxINTEnbits.TCZIE = 1;     // Transfer Counter is Zero Interrupt Enabled
    SPIxTCNTL = 0x0C;           // SPI1TCNT
    SPIxTCNTH = 0x00;
    SPIxTWIDTH = 0x05;          // SPI1TWIDTH
    SPIxCON0 = 0x83;            // EN = 1, LSBF = 0, MST = 1, BMODE = 0
    SS1_SetHigh();
    while (SPIxINTFbits.TCZIF == 0x0) {
        SPIxTXB = data;
        while (PIR2bits.SPIxRXIF == SPI_RX_IN_PROGRESS) { }
    }
    data_RX = SPIxRXB;
    SS1_SetLow();
    SPIxINTFbits.TCZIF = 0;
}
```
2. **SPI Transfer-Only Mode**

The SPI module found on newer PIC18 devices feature the ability to operate in Transmit-Only mode. This mode may be useful in applications where the SPI master only needs to transmit data and the data being received either does not matter or does not exist. When the SPI operates in Full-Duplex (Legacy) mode, received data is stored in the receive buffer and the data must be read from the RXFIFO before the SPI will continue data transfers. In Transmit-Only mode, data that is received from the slave device is not stored in the Receive FIFO and the SPI master will continue transmitting data via the transmit buffer (TXFIFO) without the need to clear the receive FIFO with every data transfer.

The TXR and RXR bits of the SPIxCON2 register determine the Transfer/Receive mode that the SPI module operates in. To operate in Transmit-Only mode, the TXR bit must be set and the RXR bit needs to be cleared. The following example shows how the SPI module can be used in Transmit-Only mode to send eight bytes of data. Please note that in this code snippet it is not necessary to poll the SPI Receive Buffer Interrupt flag because the SPI module is configured to only transmit data. In full-duplex operation, the user would need to intentionally clear the receive buffer with every transmission to keep the transaction going.

### Example 2-1. SPI Transmit-Only Configuration

```c
uint8_t SPI_Exchange8bit(uint8_t data) {
    SPIxCON1 = 0x00;
    SPIxCON2 = 0x02; // Transmit Only Mode (TXR = 1; RXR = 0)
    SPIxBAUD = 0x00;
    SPIxCLK = 0x00;
    SPIxINTEbits.TCZIE = 1; // Transfer Counter is Zero Interrupt Enabled
    SPIxTCNTL = 0x08; // SPIxTCNT
    SPIxTCNTH = 0x00;
    SPIxTWIDTH = 0x00; // SPIxTWIDTH
    SPIxCON0 = 0x82; // EN = 1, LSBF = 0, MST = 1, BMODE = 0
    SS1_SetHigh();
    while (SPIxINTFbits.TCZIF == 0x0) {
        SPIxTXB = data;
    }
    SS1_SetLow();
    SPIxINTFbits.TCZIF = 0;
}
```
3. **SPI Receive-Only Mode**

The SPI module can be configured to operate in Receive-Only mode. This mode is useful in applications where the SPI master only needs to receive data and the contents of the data being transmitted to the slave device are not important. When configured in Receive-Only mode, the SPI will only begin receiving data when a non-zero value is written to the transfer counter. The SPI will then continue to receive bytes of data from the slave device until the transfer counter has decremented to zero or the SPI module has been disabled. Receive-Only mode performs the write to the transmit buffer in hardware, removing this responsibility from the user.

The TXR and RXR bits of the SPIxCON2 register determine the Transfer/Receive mode that the SPI module operates in. To operate in Receive-Only mode, the RXR bit must be set and the TXR bit needs to be cleared. The following example shows how to configure the SPI module for Receive-Only mode. In this example, the transfer counter has been set up to receive eight bytes of data from a slave device.

```
Example 3-1. SPI Receive-Only Configuration

uint8_t SPI_Exchange8bit(uint8_t data) {
    SPIxCON1 = 0x00;
    SPIxCON2 = 0x01;            // Receive Only Mode (TXR = 0; RXR = 1)
    SPIxBAUD = 0x00;
    SPIxCLK = 0x00;
    SPIxTCNT = 0x08;            // SPIxTCNT
    SPIxCON0 = 0x82;            // EN = 1, LSBF = 0, MST = 1, BMODE = 0

    while (SPIxTCNT > 0) {
        data_RX = SPIxRXB;
    }
}
```
4. Enabling Direct Hardware Control of the SPI Slave Select Output

The SPI protocol allows a master device to interface one or more slave devices, all on the same bus. When more than one slave device is connected to a SPI master, each slave should have an independent Slave Select (or Chip Select) connection from the master device that is used to determine which slave is being communicated with at a given time. The master selects the slave that it will communicate with by enabling the Slave Select line for that slave on the bus. Traditionally, a GPIO would need to be dedicated to serve as the Slave Select, which required that the user set/clear the pin as needed in software, whenever a SPI communication was to occur.

The stand-alone SPI module features the ability to control the SPI Slave Select output in hardware, removing the need to enable/disable the Slave Select line in software. To enable hardware control of the SPI Slave Select output, the desired pin must be configured using PPS as the “SPIxSS”. In addition to using PPS to choose a Slave Select output, the corresponding TRI<x> setting must also be configured as an output. Once these configuration steps have been completed, every time that the SPI master initiates communication, the Slave Select line will be enabled and disabled, as needed in hardware. The Slave Select Input/Output Polarity Control (SSP) bit of the SPIxCON1 register can be used to select whether the Slave Select is active-high or active-low. Example 4-1 below contains a code snippet demonstrating how the PPS and TRI<x> settings can be configured to enable hardware control of the Slave Select output.

Example 4-1. Pin Configuration Settings for SPI1 with Hardware Slave Select Control

```c
void PIN_MANAGER_Initialize(void) {
    TRISE = 0x07;  //RD4 = Output (Slave Select Output)
    TRISA = 0xFF;
    TRISB = 0xFF;
    TRISC = 0xAF;
    TRISD = 0xEF;
    SPI1SCKPPS = 0x16;  //RC6->SPI1:SCK1;
    RC4PPS = 0x1F;  //RC4->SPI1:SDO1;
    RC6PPS = 0x1E;  //RC6->SPI1:SCK1;
    RD4PPS = 0x33;  //RD4->SPI1:SS1;(Refer to PPS table for this value!)
    SPI1SDIPPS = 0x15;  //RC5->SPI1:SDI1;
}
```
5. **Configuring I\(^2\)C Bus Time-out Feature**

This I\(^2\)C module allows the user the option to implement a configurable bus time-out in both Master and Slave modes of operation. The bus time-out will occur whenever the Serial Clock (SCL) line has been held low, beyond the amount of time specified in the user configuration. The I\(^2\)C protocol specification does not require a specific bus time-out period and typically, the slave device can hold (clock-stretch) the clock line low indefinitely. The SMBus protocol requires a bus time-out of 35 ms, and the PMBus™ protocol requires a bus time-out period of 25 to 35 ms. The purpose of implementing a bus time-out is to prevent stalled devices from indefinitely holding the bus during communication. Although not required by the normal I\(^2\)C specification, a defined bus time-out may be advantageous as a fail-safe, in events where a stall in communication occurs.

In the event where a device on the bus stalls and the time-out expires, the module will be Reset and forced into an Idle state. The I\(^2\)C bus time-out can be used in both Master and Slave modes. Refer to the device data sheet for more information about how bus time-outs and the respective interrupts are handled in each mode of operation. To configure the bus time-out, the I\(^2\)C Bus Time-Out register (I2CxBTO) is used to select the timer resource that serves as the time-out time base. The Bus Time-Out Interrupt Flag (BTOIF) has a corresponding enable bit (BTOIE) that the user can set if they wish to implement an Interrupt Service Routine when a time-out occurs.

The following code snippet shows a simple initialization routine that enables the I\(^2\)C as a master device and uses Timer4 as the bus time-out source. The bus time-out period has been configured to be 35 ms in this code snippet, to comply with SMBus and PMBus™ protocol specifications. With this implementation, Timer4 will begin counting when SCL is inactive, and if SCL is held in an Inactive state for more than 35 seconds, the module will force itself to Reset.

**Example 5-1. Setting up the I\(^2\)C Bus Time-out using Timer4**

```c
// Configure Timer4 (I2C Bus Time-Out Source) – 35ms
T4CLKCON = 0x06;        // Timer4 Clock Source = MFINTOSC 31.25 KHz
T4HLT = 0x00;
T4RST = 0x00;
T4PR = 0xDA;            // Timer4 PR = 218
T4MR = 0x00;
P1R7bits.TMR4IF = 0;    // Clear Timer4 Interrupt Flag
T4CON = 0x84;           // T4CKPS 1:1, T4OUTPS 1:5, TMR4ON on

// Configure I2C Master with Bus Time-Out
I2CxCON1 = 0x80;
I2CxCON2 = 0x00;
I2CxCLK = 0x00;         // I2C CLK = FOSC / 4
I2CxCON0 = 0x87;        // I2C EN = 1, Mode = Master Mode (SMBus 2.0)
I2CxPIR = 0x00;         // Clear I2C Interrupt Flags
I2CxERR = 0x00;         // Clear I2C Error Register
I2CxBTO = 0x02;         // Bus Time-Out Selection = TMR4 Postscaler Out
I2CxERRbits.BTOIE = 1;  // Enable I2C Bus Time-Out Interrupts
```
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Using the I²C Data Byte Count

The I²CxCNT register is used to specify the length in bytes of a complete message in an I²C data transaction. The value of the I²CxCNT register will be decremented in hardware every time a byte of data has been transmitted or received by the module, until it has decremented to zero. Once the I²CxCNT register decrements to zero, the Byte Count Interrupt Flag (CNTIF) bit will be set, signifying the end of that message and data transfer will halt until the I²CxCNT register has been written to again. This feature is unique to the stand-alone I²C module and can be used to send variable length messages with minimal software intervention.

The example below demonstrates how the I²C module can be used to transmit 'N' bytes of data using the Data Byte Counter (I²CxCNT) register. In this code snippet, the value used for the variable 'len' would be written to the I²CxCNT register and will decrement every time data is written to the slave device. The same principal can be applied to read 'N' bytes of data as the I²CxCNT register should be used for both receiving and transmitting data on the I²C bus.

Example 6-1. Writing 'N' Bytes of Data using the I²CxCNT Register

```c
void WriteNBytesRegister(uint8_t address, uint8_t reg, void* data, uint8_t len) {
    uint8_t *dataPointer = data;
    I2CxADB1 = (uint8_t)(address << 1); // Load address with write = 0
    I2CxTXB = reg;                      // Load beginning slave register address
    I2CxCNT = len;                      // Load with size of array to write
    I2CxCON0bits.S = 1;                 // Set Start to get things going
    while(I2CxCNT)                      // While count is true
    {
        while(!I2CxSTAT1bits.TXBE);    // Wait until buffer is empty before load
        I2CxTXB = *dataPointer++;      // Load next byte to transmit,
    }                                  // Hardware decrements I2CxCNT
    wait4Stop();                       // Wait for hardware to issue Stop
}
```
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7. **Auto-Loading the I²C Byte Count Register**

The stand-alone I²C module features the ability to configure the I²CxCNT register to be automatically loaded in hardware by enabling the Auto Load I²C Count (ACNT) register enable bit. When auto-loading of the I²C Count register has been enabled, the first received or transmitted data byte following the address will be loaded into the I²CxCNT register in hardware. The value of the Acknowledge Data (ACKDT) bit will be used for the ACK response, which prevents a false NACK bit from being generated before the I²CxCNT register has been updated. Auto-loading the I²CxCNT register is a valid configuration for all I²C modes of operation and can be very useful in applications where the master needs information from the slave about the size of an incoming data packet or vice versa.

**Example 7-1. Auto-Loading I²C Byte Count**

```c
void WriteNBytes_AutoLoad(uint8_t address, uint8_t reg, void* data, uint8_t len)
{
    uint8_t *dataPointer = data; // Data Packet for transmission
    // When ACNT = 1, First Transmitted/Received Byte
    // Following Address is Loaded into I²CxCNT
    I2CxCON2bits.ACNT = 1; // Auto-Load Count Enabled
    I2CxTXB = len; // Transmits length, automatically Loads len into I²CxCNT
    I2CxCON0bits.S = 1; // Set start bit to transmit 0x03 (I²CxCNT)
    while (!I2CxSTAT1bits.TXBE); //Waiting for the buffer to be empty
    I2CxCON0bits.S = 1; // Set Start bit to transmit data packet;
    while (I2CxCNT) // While Count is true
    {
        while (!I2CxSTAT1bits.TXBE); // Wait until buffer is empty;
        I2CxTXB = *dataPointer++; // Load next byte to transmit;
    }
    wait4Stop(); // Wait for hardware to issue Stop
}
```
### External Pull-Up Resistor Selection

Serial Data (SDL) and Serial Clock (SCL) are the two signal connections used for communication in the I²C protocol. Both SDL and SCL are open-drain lines, meaning that each pin requires a pull-up resistor to bring the signal high when it is not being driven low by the I²C module hardware. The I²C specification proposes two methods to determine the correct pull-up resistor size, both of which can be used to calculate and appropriate range for pull-up resistors in specific applications.

The first method is to calculate the maximum pull-up resistor size as a function of the total bus capacitance ($C_{BUS}$) and maximum rise time ($T_{RISE}$). Bus capacitance is total capacitance of the bus wires/ traces, connection points, pins, all of which must be considered when calculating the total bus capacitance. Rise time is the period in which the signal transitions from $V_{IL\text{MAX}}$ to $V_{IH\text{MIN}}$ and can typically be found in the device data sheet. To achieve the most accurate pull-up values using this method, the total bus capacitance would need to be measured. Rather than attempting to measure the total bus capacitance, the maximum allowable bus capacitance as defined by the I²C specification can be used instead.

**Example 8-1** demonstrates how the maximum pull-up resistor size can be calculated using the I²C module on the microcontroller in Fast mode (400 kHz). The value used for the maximum rise time can be found in the I²C bus data requirements in the Electrical Specification section of the device data sheet. The maximum allowable bus capacitance must meet the maximum rise time in this application (300 ns) and is about 200 pF, as defined by the I²C specification.

\[
R_P(\text{MAX}) = \frac{T_{RISE}}{0.8473 \times C_{BUS}} = \frac{300 \text{ ns}}{0.8473 \times 200 \text{ pF}} = 1.77 \text{ kΩ}
\]

The second method calculates the minimum pull-up resistor size as a function of $V_{DD}$. $V_{DD}$ limits the minimum resistor value that can be used as a pull-up due to the specified minimum sink current ($I_{OL}$) of 3 mA for I²C in Standard mode (100 kHz) and Fast mode (400 kHz), or 20 mA for Fast mode plus (1 MHz). **Example 8-2** demonstrates how the minimum pull-up resistor size can be calculated when using the I²C module on the PIC18F57Q43 microcontroller in Fast mode (400 kHz). In this example, it can be assumed the PIC18F57Q43 is operating at a $V_{DD}$ of 3.3V and has a maximum output low voltage ($V_{OL\text{(MAX)}}$) of 0.7V. The maximum output low voltage can typically be found in the Electrical Specifications section of the device data sheet.

\[
R_P(\text{MIN}) = \frac{V_{DD} - V_{OL\text{(MAX)}}}{I_{OL\text{(MAX)}}} = \frac{3.3V - 0.6V}{3 \text{ mA}} = 900 \text{ Ω}
\]
9. Configuring Internal Pull-ups on Default I²C pins

Newer device families feature dedicated I²C pads that provide the ability to reconfigure certain GPIO characteristics to better meet the I/O requirements of I²C communication. The weak pull-ups on standard GPIO pins are typically not strong enough to be used on the I²C bus and instead external pull-up resistors of the appropriate values are typically incorporated into the design. The I²C specific pads allow users to program the weak pull-ups on those pins to allow either twice or ten times the standard weak pull-up current for a GPIO. In many applications, these stronger internal pull-ups can sufficiently drive the I²C bus and can be used in place of external pull-up resistors.

Table 9-1 compares the standard GPIO weak pull-ups to the higher current configurations that are available on the dedicated I²C pads. For the calculations, the typical weak pull-up current value of 140 µA was used from the PIC18F57Q43 electrical specifications. It can also be assumed that for the purposes of these calculations, the operating voltage $V_{DD}$ is equal to 3.0V. These calculations are meant to serve as an approximation and can be different for each application, depending upon many other factors, such as operating voltage and the specified weak pull-up current.

Table 9-1. Calculating Internal Pull-ups based on the I²C Pull-up Selection Bits - PU[1:0]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PU[1:0]</th>
<th>I²C Pull-up Selection Bits</th>
<th>Internal Pull-up Value ($R_{PU}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
<td>Reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10x Current of Standard Weak Pull-up</td>
<td>$R_{PU} = \frac{V_{DD}}{I_{PUR}} = \frac{3.0V}{10 \times 140 \mu A} = 2.1 , k\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>2x Current of Standard Weak Pull-up</td>
<td>$R_{PU} = \frac{V_{DD}}{I_{PUR}} = \frac{3.0V}{2 \times 140 \mu A} = 10.7 , k\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>Standard GPIO Weak Pull-up</td>
<td>$R_{PU} = \frac{V_{DD}}{I_{PUR}} = \frac{3.0V}{140 \mu A} = 21.4 , k\Omega$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The internal pull-ups on I²C dedicated pads can be controlled by writing to the PU[1:0] bits of the I²C pad Rxy Control (RxyI2C) register. In order to use the PU[1:0] bits for internal pull-up selection, weak pull-ups must be enabled by setting the corresponding WPUx bits. Once weak pull-ups have been enabled on the I²C dedicated pins being used for SDL and SCL, they will default to the standard GPIO weak pull-up strength. If the user wishes to use the internal pull-ups as opposed to external pull-ups on the bus, the PU[1:0] bits would need to be set accordingly to adjust the strength of the internal pull-ups to either twice or ten times the current.
UART Module with Protocol Support – Setting up a DMX Master (Controller)

The UART module with built-in protocol support can be configured for DMX communication, which is an industry standard for stage lighting and other theatrical effects. The module manages the timing requirements and generates the correct sequence of individual events required as a DMX master, effectively reducing the amount of firmware needed for communication. Example 10-1 demonstrates how a device that has this UART module can be configured as a DMX Controller. Note that the PPS settings might not be the same for different devices, so minor changes to the code snippet may be required. The key configuration settings needed to configure the UART module as a DMX controller are:

- **MODE[3:0] = 1010** - selects the DMX mode
- **TXEN = 1** - enables the transmitter
- **RXEN = 0** - disables the receiver
- **TXPOL = 0** - selects regular polarity
- **STP[1:0] = 10** - for two Stop bits
- **UxP1 = one less than the number of bytes to transmit (excluding the start code)**
- **UxBRGH:L = value to achieve 250K baud rate**
- **RxyPPS = TX pin output code**
- **ON = 1**

**Example 10-1. Setting up a DMX Master (Controller) using the UART with Protocol Support**

```c
void UART_Initialize(){
    UxCON0bits.MODE = 0b1010;      //Select DMX mode
    UxCON0bits.TXEN = 1;           //Enable transmitter
    UxCON0bits.RXEN = 0;           //Disable receiver
    UxCON2bits.TXPOL = 0;          //Standard polarity, TX pin will idle high
    UxCON2bits.STP = 0b10;         //2 stop bits
    //DMX data packet settings
    UxP1 = MAXCHANNELS-1;          //Total number of data bytes - 1
    UxP2 = 0x00;                   //Not used in DMX controller
    UxP3 = 0x00;                   //Not used in DMX controller
    //Baud rate generator settings
    UxCON0bits.UxBRGS = 1;         //High speed baud generation
    UxBRG = 0x3F;                   //Value for UxBRG for Fosc = 64MHz
    //PPS settings for TX functionality (May vary device to device)
    ANSELxbits.ANSELxy = 0;        //Make Rxy a digital I/O
    TRISxbits.TRISxy = 0;          //Make Rxy an output
    RxyPPS = 0b010011;             //Assign TX functionality to Rxy
    UxON = 0x01;                   //Turn on UART module
}
```
11. UART Module with Protocol Support – Setting up a DMX Receiver

The UART module with protocol support can be configured as a DMX receiver and includes the built-in hardware support to automatically detect and respond to a valid Break condition. The UART with protocol module features a configurable address range, in which the module will ignore all the data bytes outside of the specified range in a DMX packet. In addition to the configurable address range, the module can also be setup to wait for and verify the reception of two Stop bits at the end of a DMX packet by setting the STP[1:0] bits of the UxCON2 register accordingly.

The start address of the configurable address range can be specified by writing to the UART Parameter 2 (UxP2) register and the end address can be set using the UART Parameter 3 (UxP3) register. The UART module only needs to be configured once as a DMX receiver and does not need to be updated for every DMX packet, unless the address range has changed. Example 11-1 demonstrates how a device that has this UART module can be configured as a DMX Receiver. The key configuration settings needed to configure the UART module as a DMX Receiver are:

- **MODE[3:0] = 1010** - selects the DMX mode
- **TXEN = 0** - disables the transmitter
- **RXEN = 1** - enables the receiver
- **RXPOL = 0** - selects regular polarity
- **STP[1:0] = 10** for verifying the reception of two Stop bits
- **UxP2 = address of first byte to receive**
- **UxP3 = address of last byte to receive**
- **UxBRGH:L = value to achieve 250K baud rate**
- **UxRXPPS = code for desired input pin**
- **Selected input pin should be made a digital input by clearing the corresponding ANSEL bit**
- **ON = 1**

**Example 11-1. Setting up a DMX Master (Controller) using the UART with Protocol Support**

```c
void UART_Initialize(){
    UxCON0bits.MODE = 0b1010;       //Select DMX mode
    UxCON0bits.TXEN = 0;            //Disable transmitter
    UxCON0bits.RXEN = 1;            //Enable receiver
    UxCON2bits.RXPOL = 0;           //Standard polarity, RX pin will idle high
    UxCON2bits.STP = 0b10;          //Receive and verify 2 stop bits
    //DMX data packet settings
    UxP1 = 0x00;                    //Not used in DMX receiver
    UxP2 = 0x10;                    //Address of first byte of interest
    UxP3 = 0x20;                    //Address of last byte of interest
    // Baud rate generator settings
    UxCON0bits.UxBRGS = 1;          //High speed baud generation
    UxBRG = 0x3F;                   //Value for U1BRG for Fosc = 64MHz
    //PPS settings for RX functionality (May vary device to device)
    ANSELxbits.ANSELxyz = 0;        //Make Rxy a digital I/O
    TRISxbits.TRISxyz = 0;          //Make Rxy an input
    UxRXPPS = 0b010111;             //Assign RX functionality to RC7
    UxON = 0x01;                    //Turn on UART module
}
```
12. DALI Communication using UART Module with Protocol Support

Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI) is a widely used digital lighting control protocol that is used for intelligent lighting control for building automation. The UART module with protocol has built-in support for a DALI control device or controlgear. DALI communication uses Manchester encoding, which is performed using the UART hardware.

**Tip:** This section will only cover configuring the UART module for DALI communication. For more details about the protocol and how it can be implemented, see the UART with DALI Protocol Technical Brief.

A DALI control device is an application controller than is used to transmit commands to the other devices (light fixtures) connected on the same bus. The UART module has an available mode of operation that can be used for DALI communication that is configured using the UART Mode Select (MODE[3:0]) bits of the UART Control Register 0 (UCON0). Example 12-1 shows a code snippet of how the UART module can be configured as a DALI control device. A DALI control gear is a device that receives commands in order to control its output from a control device. In most applications, the control gear will be some type of light fixture that is connected on the same bus as the control device. Example 12-2 shows how the UART module can be configured as a DALI control gear. For both code examples, note that minor changes may be required, depending on the device being used.

**Example 12-1. DALI Control Device Configuration**

```c
void UART_Initialize(){
    UxCON0bits.MODE  = 0b1000;         //Select DALI Control Device Mode
    UxCON0bits.TXEN  = 1;               //Enable transmitter
    UxCON0bits.RXEN  = 1;               //Enable receiver
    UxCON2bits.TXPOL = 0;               //Appropriate polarity for interface circuit
    UxCON2bits.STP   = 0b10;            //Receive and verify 2 stop bits

    //data packet settings
    UxP1 = 0x01;                        //Forward Frame Hold Time (Half-bit Periods)
    UxP2 = 0x10;                        // Forward/backward frame threshold
    delimiter

    // Baud rate generator settings
    UxBRG = 0xCF;                       //Value for 1200 baud rate @ 1MHz

    //PPS settings for TX functionality (May vary device to device)
    ANSELxbits.ANSELxy = 0;            //Make Rxy a digital I/O
    TRISxbits.TRISxy = 0;               //Make Rxy an output
    RxyPPS = 0b010011;                  //Assign TX functionality to Rxy
    UxON = 0x01;                        //Turn on UART module
}
```

**Example 12-2. DALI Control Gear Configuration**

```c
void UART_Initialize(){
    UxCON0bits.MODE  = 0b1000;         //Select DALI Control Gear Mode
    UxCON0bits.TXEN  = 1;               //Enable transmitter
    UxCON0bits.RXEN  = 1;               //Enable receiver
    UxCON2bits.TXPOL = 0;               //Appropriate polarity for interface circuit
    UxCON2bits.STP   = 0b10;            //Receive and verify 2 stop bits

    //data packet settings
    UxP1 = 0x01;                        //Forward Frame Hold Time (Half-bit Periods)
    UxP2 = 0x10;                        // Forward/backward frame threshold
    delimiter

    // Baud rate generator settings
    UxBRG = 0xCF;                       //Value for 1200 baud rate @ 1MHz

    //PPS settings for TX functionality (May vary device to device)
    ANSELxbits.ANSELxy = 0;            //Make Rxy a digital I/O
    TRISxbits.TRISxy = 0;               //Make Rxy an output
    RxyPPS = 0b010011;                  //Assign TX functionality to Rxy
    UxON = 0x01;                        //Turn on UART module
}
```
**Example 12-2. DALI Control Gear Configuration**

```c
void UART_Initialize(){
    UCxCONbits.MODE = 0b1001;         //Select DALI Control Gear Mode
    UCxCONbits.TXEN = 1;              //Enable transmitter
    UCxCONbits.RXEN = 1;              //Enable receiver
    UCxCON2bits.TXPOL = 0;            //Appropriate polarity for interface circuit
    UCxCON2bits.TXPOL = 0;            //Same as RXPOL
    UCxCON2bits.STP = 0b10;           //Receive and verify 2 stop bits

    //data packet settings
    UCxP1 = 0x01;                      //Back Frame Hold Time (Half-bit Periods)
    UCxP2 = 0x10;                      //Forward/backward frame threshold
                                           //delimiter

    //Baud rate generator settings
    UCxBRG = 0xCF;                     //Value for 1200 baud rate @ 1MHz

    //PPS settings for RX functionality (May vary device to device)
    ANSELxbits.ANSELxy = 0;           //Make Rxy a digital I/O
    TRISxbits.TRISxy = 0;             //Make Rxy an input
    UCxRXPPS = 0b010111;              //Assign RX functionality to RC7

    //PPS settings for TX functionality (May vary device to device)
    ANSELxbits.ANSELxy = 0;           //Make Rxy a digital I/O
    TRISxbits.TRISxy = 0;             //Make Rxy an output
    RxyPPS = 0b010011;                //Assign TX functionality to Rxy
    UCxON = 0x01;                      //Turn on UART module
}
```
13. Configuring the UART Module for LIN

Local Interconnect Network (LIN) is a serial network protocol that is used primarily in automotive applications and consists of a LIN cluster that has one master and up to 16 slave modes on the bus. The UART module with protocol support has hardware built-in that handles the serial communication required by the LIN protocol and can be implemented using either the master process or slave process. With the combined hardware support and a LIN software library, users can get started with basic master and slave reception/transmission. In the LIN protocol, the master controls the bus activity, while the slave(s) send or receive data based on the scheduled tasks.

**Tip:** This section will only cover configuring the UART module for LIN bus communication. For more details about the protocol, scheduling events and to see any available software libraries, see the device data sheet or visit [http://www.microchip.com](http://www.microchip.com).

LIN Master mode has the capabilities of generating slave processes. Any data that is transmitted in Master/Slave mode is done as a slave process. Example 13-1 shows a basic initialization routine that can be used to configure the UART module with protocol support in LIN Master/Slave mode. Example 13-2 shows an initialization routine that can be used to configure the UART module with protocol support in LIN Slave mode.

### Example 13-1. LIN Master/Slave Mode Configuration

```c
void UART_Initialize(){
    UxCON0bits.MODE = 0b1100;         //Select LIN Master / Slave mode
    UxCON0bits.TXEN = 1;              //Enable transmitter
    UxCON0bits.RXEN = 1;              //Enable receiver
    UxCON2bits.TXPOL = 0;             //Standard polarity, High Idle State
    UxCON2bits.STP = 0b10;            //Desired Stop Bits Selection
    UxCON2bits.C0EN = 0;              //Desired Checksum Mode, Legacy LIN checksum
    // Baud rate generator settings
    UxBRG = 0x3F;                     //Value to achieve desired baud rate
    //PPS settings for TX functionality (May vary device to device)
    ANSELxbits.ANSELxy = 0;           //Make Rxy a digital I/O
    TRISxbits.TRISxy = 0;             //Make Rxy an output
    RxyPPS = 0b010011;                //Assign TX functionality to Rxy
    UxCON = 0x01;                     //Turn on UART module
}
```
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Example 13-2. LIN Slave-only Mode Configuration

```c
void UART_Initialize(){
  UxCON0bits.MODE = 0b1011;         //Select LIN Slave mode
  UxCON0bits.TXEN = 1;              //Enable transmitter
  UxCON0bits.RXEN = 1;              //Enable receiver
  UxCON2bits.TXPOL = 0;             //Standard polarity, High Idle State
  UxCON2bits.STP = 0b10;            //Desired Stop Bits Selection
  UxCON2bits.COEN = 0;              //Desired Checksum Mode, Legacy LIN checksum

  //Data packet settings
  UxP2 = 0x10;                      // Number of Data Bytes to Transmit
  UxP3 = 0x10;                      // Number of Data Bytes to Recieve

  // Baud rate generator settings
  UxBRG = 0x3F;                     //Value to achieve desired baud rate

  //PPS settings for TX functionality (May vary device to device)
  ANSELxbits.ANSELxy = 0;           //Make Rxy a digital I/O
  TRISxbits.TRISxy = 0;             //Make Rxy an output
  RxyPPS = 0b010011;                //Assign TX functionality to Rxy
  UxON = 0x01;                      //Turn on UART module
}
```
14. **Using the UART Module to Transmit Data**

The UART module with protocol support allows users to perform serial data transfers and can easily be configured to transmit data. To configure the UART for data transmission, the Transmit Enable (TXEN) bit of UxCON0 must be set and the MODE[3:0] bits of UxCON0 must be set as '0000' through '0011', depending on the application. The Baud Rate Generator (BRG) must also be configured and can be accessed using the UxBRG register and the BRGS bits of UxCON0. Data is transmitted via the TX pin of the microcontroller, which is PPS remappable using the RxyPPS register. The UART module is enabled by setting the ON bit of UxCON1.

Once the UART module has been initialized as a transmitter, data can be transmitted by writing to the UART Transmit Buffer (UxTXB) register. The UART Transmit Interrupt Flag (UxTXIF) bit is set when UART transmission has been enabled and the UxTXB register is ready to accept data. **Example 14-1** demonstrates the initialization of the UART module for data transmission.

**Example 14-1. UART Transmit Mode Configuration**

```c
void UART_Initialize(){
  // BRGS normal; 8-bit mode; RXEN disabled; TXEN enabled
  U1CON0 = 0xA0;  
  // TXPOL not inverted; FLO off;
  U1CON2 = 0x00;  
  // BRGL 25 = 9600 BR @ 1 MHz FOSC
  U1BRGL = 0x19;  
  // STPMD in middle of first Stop bit;
  U1FIFO = 0x00;  
  // Auto-baud not enabled
  U1UIR = 0x00;   
  // UART FFS Settings, RC6->UART1:TX1;
  U1ERRIE = 0x00; 
  // UART FFS Settings, RC7->UART1:RX1;
  U1CON1 = 0x80;  
  // ON enabled;
}
```
15. Receiving Data using the UART Module

To enable the receiver part of the UART module with protocol support, the Receive Enable (RXEN) bit of the UxCON0 register must be set. The MODE[3:0] bits should be programmed with any of the configurations between '0000' and '0011' depending on the application. The Baud Rate Generator (BRG) must also be configured using the UxBRG register and the BRGS bits of UxCON0, to match the baud rate of the other device. Data is received via the RX pin of the microcontroller, which can be remapped using PPS by writing the code for the desired input pin to the RxyPPS register. The UART module must then be enabled by setting the ON bit of UxCON1.

After configuring the UART module as a receiver, when a received byte of data is transferred from the Receive Shift register to the Receive Buffer (UxRXB) register, the UART Receiver Interrupt Flag (UxRIF) bit becomes set. If the UART Receiver Interrupt Enable (UxRXIE) bit has been set, an interrupt will be generated any time the UxRXB register contains received data. The data received and contained within the UART receive buffer must be read from the UxRXB register and the UxRXIF bit should be cleared before more data can be received. The UART Error Interrupt Flag register can be used to monitor if any errors were detected during the data transfer. Example 15-1 demonstrates the initialization of the UART module as a receiver.

```
Example 15-1. UART Receive Mode Configuration

void UART_Initialize(){
    U1CON0 = 0x90;              // BRGS normal; 8-bit mode; RXEN enabled;
                               // TXEN disabled
    U1CON2 = 0x00;              // TXPOL not inverted; FLO off;
    U1BRGL = 0x19;              // BRGL 25 = 9600 BR @ 1 MHz FOSC
    U1BRGH = 0x00;
    U1FIFO = 0x00;              // STPMD in middle of first Stop bit;
    U1UIR = 0x00;               // Auto-baud not enabled
    U1ERRIR = 0x00;
    U1ERRIE = 0x00;
    RC6PPS = 0x13;              // UART PPS Settings, RC6->UART1:TX1;
    U1RXPPS = 0x17;             // UART PPS Settings, RC7->UART1:RX1;
    U1CON1 = 0x80;              // ON enabled;
}
```
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